Humanitarian Donation of Government of Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy and Slovakia to the flood affected people of Iran

**Map of EU assistance detailed breakdown**

**Item**
- Sludge pump
- Generator
- Tent
- Roll/plastic
- Emergency kit
- Hygiene kit
- Jerry can
- Water tank
- Thermos
- Disposal spoons & cups
- Kitchen set
- Mattress
- Sleeping bag
- Blanket
- Boot
- Solar/rechargeable lamp
- Boat: inflatable/rescue boat
- Water Rescue Equipment
- Maintenance kit
- Wooden pallets

**Precipitation Accumulation (mm) 1 March – 14 April**
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- Snow coverage as of 14 April
  - Source: NATICE-NOAA
- Flooded area as of 14 April
  - Source: Copernicus EMSR352
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